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ABSTRACT

Efficient PAM transmit modulation is provided by a PAM
modulator that includes an oscillator (404) that provides a
clock signal, CKV, (408). The clock signal 408 and a delayed
version (CKV_DLY) 420 of the clock signal are provided to
a logic gate (414). The output oflogic gate (414) is used as a
power amplifier input signal (PA_IN) for radio frequency
power amplifier (416). Depending on the relative time delay
of the CKV clock signal (408) and the CKV_DLY delayed
clock signal (420), the timing and duty cycle of the logic gate
(414) duty cycle can be controlled. The duty cycle or pulsewidth variation affects the turn-on time of the power amplifier
(416); thereby establishing the RF output amplitude.
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EFFICIENT PULSE AMPLITUDE
MODULATION TRANSMIT MODULATION

Still another PAM transmit modulation method used in the
prior art is called Linear Amplification with Nonlinear Components (LINC). LINC techniques add two constant-envelope power amplifier (PA) outputs of properly phase-shifted
signals together. LINC techniques tend to be semiconductor
area intensive and power inefficient, and are thus mainly used
in fixed communication equipment such as base stations, etc.
A need exists in the art for a PAM transmit modulation technique that minimizes some of the problems mentioned above,
so as to be useful not only in fixed communication equipment
but also portable communication equipment.

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No.
101154,093, filed May 22, 2002, U.S. Pat. No. 6,924,681;
which claims priority under 35 USC § 119(e)(1) of provisional application No. 60/293,073, filed May 23, 2001.

5

TECHNICAL FIELD
10

This invention relates in general to the field of radio communications, and more specifically to an efficient pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) transmit modulation technique.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
15

BACKGROUND
Referring to FIG. 1 there is shown a block diagram of a
PAM modulation circuit using complex signals. The diagram
mathematically highlights the steps taken in modulating the
input bits (bK ). The incoming bit stream bK is provided to a
coder, that converts the "0" and" 1" digital bits into a stream
of complex symbols (am)' Since the coder may map multiple
bits into a single data symbol, a distinction has to be made
between the symbol rate and the bit rate. In communication
systems such as the BLUETOOTHTM or the Global System of
Mobile communications (GSM) compliant systems, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the bits and symbols:
{0,1}~{-1,1}. More advanced encoding schemes, such as
QPSK, for example, pack two bits into a symbol.
Symbols are applied to a transmit filter, which normally
produces a continuous-time signal for transmission over the
continuous-time channel. The impulse response get) of the
transmit filter is called the pulse shape and can be gaussian or
raised-cosine. In modern implementations, the pulse shape is
oversampled by a chip clock and represented digitally
throughout the pulse filtering process, even though the filter
output set) is usually brought back to the continuous-time
domain by performing a digital-to-analog conversion (DAC)
and subsequent low-pass filtering.
The digital baseband data bits bK are synchronous to the
baseband clock whereas the digital filter output samples are
synchronous to the chip clock. Complex signal representation
requires two physical wires that carry both real-valued parts
of a complex number. FIG. 2 shows another prior art block
diagram that highlights another PAM transmit modulation
technique using in-phase (1) and quadrature (Q) signals, that
represents a natural progression towards a more physicallyrealizable representation as compared to FIG. 1. Finally, in
FIG. 3, there is shown still another block diagram of a PAM
transmit modulation circuit that uses direct digital amplitude
and phase modulation. The direct phase modulation is performed by modulating the oscillator tuning input in a feedforward manner. The direct amplitude modulation may be
performed by regulating the supply voltage to a constantenvelope power amplifier.
Prior art envelope elimination and restoration PAM transmit modulation methods that adjust the supply voltage of a
non-linear amplifier according to the desired amplitude,
although useful, require a lot of semiconductor area to implement. This is because these circuits typically require an envelope detector, a DC-DC converter, as well as an amplitude
limiter. These PAM circuits tend to suffer from impedance
mismatching problems for lower amplitude output signals,
and are sometimes power-inefficient from a power-added
efficiency standpoint.
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The features of the present invention, which are believed to
be novel, are set forth with particularity in the appended
claims. The invention, may best be understood by reference to
the following description, taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in the several figures of which like
reference numerals identify like elements, and in which:
FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a prior art PAM transmit
modulator using complex signals.
FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of a prior art PAM transmit
modulator using I and Q baseband signals.
FI G. 3 shows a block diagram of a prior art PAM modulator
having direct phase and amplitude modulation.
FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a PAM modulator including power amplifier section in accordance with the invention.
FIG. 5 shows a timing diagram of some of the signals
shown in FIG. 4.
FIG. 6 is a chart highlighting the duty cycle of the input
signal to the power amplifier (PA_IN) versus time delay.
FIG. 7 is a chart highlighting the delay of the PA_IN signal
with regard to the CKV signal versus time delay.
FIG. 8 shows a block diagram of a transceiver that implements the present invention.
FIG.9 shows a near Class-E power amplifier in accordance
with the invention.
FIG. 10 shows a near Class-E power amplifier having multiple switches in order to accomplish coarse digital amplitude
modulation in accordance with the invention.
FIG. 11 shows an alternate discrete delay control circuit in
accordance with the invention.
FIG. 12 shows another alternate discrete delay control
circuit in accordance with the invention.
FIG. 13 shows a discrete delay of the PWM with additional
high-speed dithering in accordance with another embodiment
of the invention.
FIG. 14 shows a block diagram of a PAM modulator providing PAM modulation through tuning word adjustment.
FIG. 15 shows a timing diagram highlighting excess DCO
frequency and phase for the modulator of FIG. 14.
FIG. 16 illustrates how output power of power amplifier is
controlled using the input signal duty cycle.
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While the specification concludes with claims defining the
features of the invention that are regarded as novel, it is
believed that the invention will be better understood from a
consideration of the following description in conjunction
with the drawing figures, in which like reference numerals are
carried forward. The output power of a power amplifier (PA)
can be controlled by changing the duty cycle or pulse width of
its RF digital input. The pulse width of the power amplifier
input signal controls how long the PA is turned on during the
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RF cycle and, consequently, how much energy gets transferred to the load. In FIG. 16 there is shown waveforms
highlighting how the PA output power is controlled using the
duty cycle of the PA input signal. Referring to FIG. 4, there is
shown a PAM modulator 400 using a digital pulse slimmer in
accordance with the invention. The digital pulse slimming
circuit is a good design for digital integration of mobile radio
frequency transceivers because it does not use a RF/analogintensive up-conversion modulator. Modulator 400 includes
an input port for receiving a tuning word 402 having a bit
width of WDCO' The tuning word 402 is received by an
oscillator circuit such as a Digital Controlled Oscillator
(DCO) 404.
The output ofDCO 404 is a single-ended digital oscillator
output clock signal (CKV) 408. The CKV clock signal 408 is
provided to a logic "AND" gate 414 at one input, while a
delayed version of the CKV signal (CKV_DLY) 420 is provided to the other input ofAND gate 414. Although shown as
a single AND logic gate 414, the logic circuit receiving both
the clock 408 and delayed clock 420 signals can be designed
using any number of different circuits known to those skilled
in the art.

FIG. 5 highlights the timing of the CKY, CKV_DLYand
PA_IN signals for an example where t d1y=T vl4. FIG. 6 highlights the duty cycle ofPA_IN versus different td1y" The timing
diagram shown in FIG. 7 shows two regions of operation with
different behavior of leading and lagging output edges with
respect to the td1y delay of the delay path. In the first region, the
leading edge of the output traverses but the lagging edge does
not. A reversed operation takes place in the second region
(dotted line). Since the pulse duration is determined by where
its center lies, neither of the two provide orthogonality of the
phase modulation in the oscillator and the amplitude modulation in the oscillator pulse slimmer circuit. Consequently,
the phase adjustment is necessary with the amplitude change.
This is not a difficult task since the phase control is in the
digital domain through manipulation of the oscillator tuning
word (OTW).
In FIG. 11, there is shown a delay path example of four
buffer delay stages that can be used as an alternate delay
control circuit for the circuit in FIG. 4. The buffer delay can be
the same in each stage, although it is not required. In this
particular case, it would result in a total of five possible delay
values, from zero to four. A better solution depending on the
particular design requirements could use a binary-weighted
arrangement of the buffer delays. In this case, it would result
in a total of 16 possible delay values, from 0 to 15, not
including the fixed multiplier delays. The "effective" delay
can be expressed by the following equation:

The delay to the CKV signal is provided by delay circuit 412,
which preferably comprises two or more inverters, coupled in
series. The delay circuit 412 can also be constructed using
buffers or other circuits well known in the art. In which case,
the delay can be controlled using a current-starving mechanism or variable capacitive load. In the preferred embodiment, the delay is controlled through a variable power supply
voltage. The delay circuit 412 can also be formed as a delay
circuit having a plurality of taps. The delay provided by the
delay circuit 412 is controlled by a "delay control signal" 410
which in this embodiment is an analog supply voltage. Coarse
delay control can be performed by adding and/or subtracting
dynamically the number of inverters or buffers in the delay
path. "Finer" delay control can be performed by selecting the
taps of a conventional delay line (not shown). An alternative
method to increase the effective delay resolution would
require changing the number of inverters at a rate much higher
than the symbol rate of the modulator. The time-averaged
delay value of the number of inverters could therefore be
controlled with a fractional resolution. A conventional ~ll.
(sigma-delta) digital dithering stream would be a good choice
to use given the noise shaping properties.
The AND logic gate 414 output (PA_IN) is connected to a
class-E power amplifier 416 which provides the RF output
signal 418. Depending on the relative time delay of the two
paths, the timing and duty cycle of the AND logic gate output
can be controlled. The duty cycle or pulse-width variation
directly affects the tum-on time of the PA digital switch, thus
establishing the RF output amplitude. The amplitude-versuspulse width relationship is quite linear, except for the very
narrow input pulse that might not have enough energy to
reliably tum on the switch. This non-linear region of operation can descriptively be called a "dead zone" (a reference to
a commonly used term in conventional phase detectors). The
dead zone can be entirely avoided at a system level by choosing modulation techniques that guarantee a certain minimum
level of the signal envelope. For example, GFSK and GMSK
are constant-envelope modulation schemes. Offset-8PSK is a
modulation technique used in the GSM-EDGE communication standard that purposefully rotates the I-Q constellation
with every symbol so as to avoid the origin. These methods
have been employed for a long time to improve efficiency of
power amplifiers and to facilitate the use of a saturation mode
of operation.
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where, N (=4 in this example) is the number of binaryweighted stages, dj is the Jth control word bit and td •O is the
basic element delay of weight 2°. Each next stage contains
twice the amount of the delay, which can be conveniently
realized as doubling the number of inverters or buffers.
The delay control word must be synchronized to the CKV
clock signal in order to avoid changing it while the signal is
still propagating. The delay buffer cycle or pulse-width variation directly affects the turn-on time of the PA digital switch,
thus establishing the RF output amplitude. The delay buffer
arrangement of FIG. 11 is preferred over a transversal delay
line configuration in which a large multiplexer selects various
taps of a delay line comprised of a string of inverters or buffers
as shown in FIG. 12. This is mainly due to the difficulties of
building a fast large multiplexer with equalized delays for the
various inputs.
An alternative method to increase the effective delay resolution below that of a single inverterlbuffer would be to
change dynamically the number of inverters at a rate much
higher than the symbol rate. The time averaged delay value of
the number of inverters could thus be controlled with a fractional resolution for a fractional frequency division ratio.
Here again, a ~ll. digital dithering system is a good choice due
to its noise shaping properties. It should be noted that a
binary-weighted delay control would not work very well with
the high-speed dithering. However, the delay path could be
cascaded into a lower-rate binary-weighted structure and a
higher-rate unit-weighted structure that would be subject to
the dithering. Such an implementation is shown in FIG. 13
with high-speed delay dithering DLY1 and low-speed delay
selection DLY2. DIV1 and DIV2 are CKV clock edge dividers and can be implemented as power-of-2 numbers.
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A Class-E or near Class-E power amplifier 416 is used in
the preferred embodiment given that it is ideally suited for
deep-submicron CMOS designs. The end stage transistor in a
Class-E power amplifier operates as a switch, unlike in class
A, B, and C power amplifier stages where the power amplifier's transistor acts as a current source and must have it's
drain-to-source voltage (VDS) precisely controlled. Another
advantage of using a Class-E power amplifier is since it uses
a transistor switch 902 as shown in FIG. 9, the switch works
best with digital wavefonns, preferably having sharp rise and
fall times. This is where the deep-submicron CMOS strengths
lie; since the DCO 404 output is already in a digital format,
the duty cycle of the input waveform can conveniently control
the output amplitude and power. A Class-E stage is also
preferred over a Class-F amplifier, since a Class-F amplifier
has a filtering network that requires an additional LC tank
circuit, which requires more semiconductor area to imp lementthan a Class-E amplifier. Finally, using a Class-E amplifier as shown in FIG. 9 provides for high power efficiency
typically in the 80-90% efficiency range.
In FIG. 10 there is shown another amplifier 1000 that can
be used in the PAM modulator circuit 400 in block 416.
Amplifier 1000 includes a plurality of parallel switchable
transistor switches 1002-1008 that are used to provide coarse
digital amplitude modulation. The plurality of transistor
switches 1002-1008 are digitally controlled using appropriate digital logic and a digital control signal 1010 that is
unit-weighted or binary-weighted. Amplifier 1000 includes
matching network Cl, C2 and Ll coupled to the plurality of
transistor switches 1002-1008.
As the timing diagrams of FIGS. 5-7 show, it is advantageous to operate the modulator circuit of FIG. 4 in the region
where the PA input pulse arrival time is not dependent on the
delay (t d1y ) of the delay path. The timing diagrams ofFIGS. 6
and 7 show two regions of operation with different behavior
of leading and lagging output edges with respect to the t d1y
delay of the delay path. In the first region, the leading edge of
the output traverses, but the lagging edge does not. A reverse
operation takes place in the second region (dotted line). Since
the pulse position is determined of where the center lies,
neither of the two provides orthogonality of the phase modulation in the oscillator and the amplitude modulation in the
oscillator pulse slimmer circuit.
In order to save power and reduce jitter due to the long
chain of buffers or inverters in the delay circuit 412, it might
be beneficial to use the "inverted CKV_DLY signal provided
as the output of the delay circuit 412. This can be accomplished through either feeding the delay path from the
inverted CKV clock output, or inverting the CKV_DLY signal itself. It is important to note that the maximum required
amount of delay is never greater than half of the CKV clock
cycle since the negated CKV (of the opposite phase) can
always be used.
The dynamic amplitude modulation method can be used in
its simplest form to statically regulate the output power of the
Class-B power amplifier. It is done in a very efficient manner
by injecting enough energy into the PA with every oscillator
cycle to achieve the desired output amplitude or power. This
is the main application of the pulse-width modulation for use
in some transmitter applications (e.g., BLUETOOTH transmitters, etc.) which do not require dynamic amplitude modulation. However, the idea of dynamic amplitude control can
be useful for other applications which may require it, such as
IEEE 802.llb and EDGE standard compliant devices.
A block of a PAM modulation (using polar coordinate
representation) using a tuning word adjustment in accordance

with another embodiment of the invention is shown in FIG.
14. Since phase is integral of frequency:
8(t)~2JtLoof(t)dt

10

the DCO phase modulation is accomplished through a timed
frequency adjustment. In a discrete-time system, the frequency control is perfonned only at update intervals, usually
determined by the frequency reference clock edges of period
T R . The above equation is re-written for the discrete-time
operation as follows:

k

8(k) = Dr~ f(k)TR
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where "k" is a time index. To simplifY the analysis, the two
previous equations can be interpreted as pertaining to the
excess phase and amplitude quantities, as shown as an
example in FIG. 15.
The magnitude command in FIG. 14 modulates the PA
output amplitude using one of the previously discussed methods. However, as shown in FIGS. 4 and 7, the side effect of the
pulse slimming method is that the pulse center travels with the
edge delay. Fortunately, this pulse center location is easy to
predict, especially in the fully digital control environment.
The proposed correction of the pulse center dislocation is to
change the DCO frequency for a single clock cycle such that
the resulting phase is equivalent or closely matched to the
predicted pulse center shift.
In FIG. 8 there is shown a simplified block diagram of a
communication transceiver that can take advantage of the
PAM transmit modulator shown in FIG. 4. Compared to conventional I -Q based transmit modulation schemes, the present
invention requires no I-Q modulator nor does it need to perform digital-to-amplitude conversion of! -Q baseband signals
as required in I -Q based transmit modulation schemes. Given
the highly digital implementation of the present invention, it
is very suitable for deep sub-micron CMOS process implementation. The transmit modulation technique disclosed is
very power efficient through the utilization of a highly-nonlinear class-E power amplifier with regulated input duty cycle
using digital pulse slimming. Also, the present invention does
not require an I-Q modulator, nor digital-to-amplitude conversion ofI-Q baseband signals.
While the preferred embodiments of the invention have
been illustrated and described, it will be clear that the invention is not so limited. Numerous modifications, changes,
variations, substitutions and equivalents will occur to those
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of
the present invention as defined by the appended claims.
The invention claimed is:
1. A pulse amplitude modulator, comprising:
a power amplifier having an input port for receiving an
oscillator clock signal and a plurality of digitally controlled parallel connected transistors that provide for
amplitude modulation, wherein the plurality of digitally
controlled parallel connected transistors comprises a
first transistor coupled in parallel with a second transistor;
a matching network, the matching network coupled to said
digitally controlled parallel connected transistors;
a digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) having an input;
a tuning word adjustment circuit coupled to the input, the
tuning word adjustment circuit being responsive to an

US 7,667,511 B2
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amplitude control signal; and wherein said DCO is operable to provide the oscillator clock signal; and
a means for amplitude control of an output of the DCO in
response to the amplitude control signal.
2. A pulse amplitude modulator as defined in claim 1,
further comprising AND gates.
3. A pulse amplitude modulator as defined in claim 1,
wherein the amplitude modulation is responsive to a selected
number of said active parallel connected transistors.
4. A pulse modulator as defined in claim 1, further comprising means for controlling the number of said parallel
connected transistors that are active in accordance with the
digital control signal.
5. The pulse amplitude modulator as defined in claim 1,
wherein the amplifier further comprises AND functionality.
6. The pulse amplitude modulator of claim 1, wherein an
output amplitude of the power amplifier is generated via AND
functionality.
7. A pulse amplitude modulator, comprising:
a power amplifier having an input port for receiving an
input signal and a plurality of digitally controlled parallel connected transistors that provide for amplitude
modulation, wherein the plurality of digitally controlled
parallel connected transistors comprises a first transistor
coupled in parallel with a second transistor;
a matching network, the matching network coupled to said
digitally controlled parallel connected transistors;
a digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) having a second
input; and
a tuning word adjustment circuit coupled to the second
input, the tuning word adjustment circuit being respon-

sive to an amplitude control signal; and wherein said
DCO is operable to provide the input signal for the
power amplifier.
S. The pulse amplitude modulator as defined in claim 7,
wherein the amplifier further comprises AND functionality.
9. The pulse amplitude modulator as defined in claim 7,
wherein the digitally controlled parallel connected transistors
provide for amplitude modulation of the input signal.
10. A transmitter circuit, comprising:
a pulse amplitude modulator (PAM) including:
a digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) having an input
and further comprising a tuning word adjustment circuit coupled to the input of the DCO, the tuning word
adjustment circuit being responsive to an amplitude
control signal, the DCO providing a clock signal; and
a digitally controlled power amplifier receiving and
responsive to the DCO clock signal and the amplitude
control signal.
11. A transmitter circuit as defined in claim 10, wherein the
tuning word adjustment circuit changes the DCO frequency
for a single clock cycle, whereby the amplitude control signal
and a phase control signal input to the tuning word adjustment
circuit are orthogonal.
12. A transmitter circuit as defined in claim 10, wherein the
amplitude control signal performs amplitude modulation.
13. The transmitter circuit as defined in claim 10, wherein
the amplitude control signal is generated via AND functionality.
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